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Tips for choosing an Antidepressant 

There are a wide variety of classes of antidepressants 

currently in common use.  Use of these medicines in primary 

care settings is appropriate for treatment of depression and 

various other behavioral health disorders.        

1. SSRIs work on the serotonergic neurotransmitter system 

and include agents such as fluoxetine (Prozac), sertraline 

(Zoloft), citalopram (Celexa, Lexapro) and numerous 

others.  Usually well tolerated, side effects include GI 

symptoms (nausea) and headaches are common with 

initiation of therapy.  Sexual side effects of reduced 

libido and erectile difficulties are noted as challenges 

with ongoing treatment as is modest weight gain in some 

patients.  SSRIs may induce hepatic Cytochrome P450 

enzymes, so drug-drug interactions should be considered 

(see E-Weekly Drug Interactions-- SSRIs—Jan 8, 2013). 

2. SNRIs work through both the norepinephrine and 

serotonin systems and include agents such as venlafaxine 

(Effexor) and duloxetine (Cymbalta).  Side effects 

similar to the SSRIs may occur, as may include a modest 

reduction of appetite and elevation of pulse and blood 

pressure.     

3. Another agent, Buproprion (Wellbutrin) works largely 

on the norepinephrine system but also has impact on the 

dopaminergic system.  It is noted to reduce seizure 

thresholds among other side effects.  Unlike the SSRIs, it 

typically does have sexual side effects or cause weight 

gain.  

4. The tricyclic antidepressants (e.g., desipramine 

(Norpramin), amitriptyline (Elavil) and nortriptyline 

(Pamelor)) are effective in treating depression but are 

most often used in lower dosage ranges for modulation 

of sleep and pain concerns.  At higher dose ranges they 

often have sedating side effects which can reduce 

compliance.  Additionally, cardiac side effects are of 

concern, particularly in patients with risk of overdose 

activity. 

5. The MAOIs, such as phenelzine (Nardil) and 

tranylcypromine (Parnate), require dietary restriction, as 

foods containing tyramine (aged cheeses, liver, etc.) may 

induce hypertensive crises.  These agents are typically 

prescribed in specialty mental health settings. 

 

Rules of the Road:   
Use of SSRIs, SNRIs and buproprion within the primary care 

setting is fairly common and use of the tricyclic agents in 

low to moderate doses as described above is not uncommon 

within the primary care setting.  Use of the MAOIs is less 

common and consultation with a psychiatrist is typically 

appropriate.   

Always obtain a medical history and review with the patient 

substance abuse issues and medications, including herbs and 

over-the-counter medications, they may already be taking.  

 

The best antidepressant to start with is one that worked in the 

past for either that person or someone else in his or her 

immediate family.  Some people will respond much better to 

one medication than to another, even if the medications are 

similar and from the same class.  When an initial trial is 

ineffective or problematic because of side effects, a trial with 

a different medication may be indicated.    

 

Treating depression: Individuals who have had a 

single depressive episode can often discontinue 

antidepressants after 6-12 months; while they may be at risk 

for periods of depression later in their lives, they are likely to 

do well for years without medication.  People with multiple 

episodes of depression, or who have a chronic depression 

may do better if they stay on antidepressant medications 

indefinitely because they feel life is better when they take 

them.  At times antidepressants may seem to stop working---

raising the dose of the medication or switching to another 

antidepressant should be considered in these circumstances.  

 

Stopping antidepressant treatment:  Cessation of treatment 

with an antidepressant can cause withdrawal symptoms (flu-

like symptoms, irritability, sleep disturbance) some of which 

may mimic depressive symptoms---a slow decrease off of 

antidepressants is thus recommended.  

 

Other uses for antidepressants 

Antidepressants are also frequently used as first line 

medication for panic disorders, obsessive-compulsive 

disorders, generalized anxiety disorders, social phobia, and 

post-traumatic stress disorder. Some of the more unique uses 

for antidepressants are to treat bulimia, cocaine craving and 

smoking cessation.  Antidepressants have also been useful to 

treat chronic headaches, sleep disorders and fibromyalgia.  

 

Concerns about suicide: 

Although the FDA has noted an increase in thoughts of 

suicide in some populations, with appropriate monitoring for 

agitation and other side effects, use of antidepressants is 

warranted to treat depressive illness and other common 

psychiatric conditions within the primary care setting.   
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